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FEES 

Subscription fee  1.00% 

Management fee  1.50%/year 

Switching fee (**) 0.50% 

Redemption fee  Free 

Systematic Investment Plan 
(SIP) Subscription fee 

Free 

 

FUND PERFORMANCE 

(**) Switching fee is applied when Investor switches from VLGF to other 
open-ended funds managed by SSIAM  

Name of the Fund Vietnam Long-term Growth Fund 

Fund code VLGF 

Nature of the Fund Open-ended fund 

Inception date 06/12/2021 

Fund size VND2,157.19 billion (~USD93.08 million) (As of 
31 July 2022) 

Fund operating period Unlimited 
Fund Management 
Company 

SSI Asset Management Co., Ltd  

Supervisory Bank Standard Chartered Bank (Vietnam) 

Transfer Agent Vietnam Securities Depository Centre (VSD) 

Distributors SSI, SSIAM 
Redemption gate per 
trading period 

10%/ Net Asset Value 

Minimum 
subscription amount 

VND500,000 (five hundred thousand) 

 

FUND FACTS INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES & STRATEGY 

The Fund’s objective is long-term capital appreciation stable 
income for investors by investing in high-quality stocks, industry 
leaders that benefit the most from Vietnam’s economic growth 
momentum in the next 10 years.  

• Long-term stable growth: focus on value stocks, the 
fundamentals of businesses, carefully select stocks based 
on business model, financial health, management team and 
especially the potential for stable and sustainable growth for 
many years to come with attractive valuation.  

• Flexible asset allocation: The Fund invests mainly in large-
cap stocks with high liquidity, listed companies with limited 
foreign ownership, but has flexibility in asset allocation 
depending on market conditions and investment 
opportunities at different times based on SSIAM's 
assessment. When market and economic conditions are 
assessed as unfavorable, VLGF may adopt a conservative 
investment strategy by partial asset allocation to fixed-
income assets. 

• Diversification: The Fund invests in high-quality stocks in 
industry groups with important contributions to Vietnam's 
economic growth in the coming years, such as consumer 
goods, retail, commercial banking, residential real estate, 
industrial real estate, information technology, transportation 
- logistics, ... 

• Thorough analysis: The Fund adopts an active investment 
strategy based on macro analysis, sector operations and 
detailed evaluation of each enterprise’s earnings. The portfolio 
is screened and valued to ensure efficient investment 
requirements.  

CÔNG TY TNHH QUẢN LÝ QUỸ SSI (SSIAM) 

QUỸ MỞ ĐẦU TƯ TĂNG TRƯỞNG DÀI HẠN 
 

Data as of 31/07/2022, calculated in VND; since disbursement date 15/12/2021 
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  NAV/Unit (VND) 

Performance (%) 

1 month 
3 

months 
YTD Since inception 

VLGF 9,440.09 0.00% -4.73% -5.52% -5.57% 

VN-Index  0.73% -11.74% -19.49% -18.24% 

 

 SSI ASSET MANAGEMENT COMPANY LIMITED (SSIAM) 

VIETNAM LONG-TERM GROWTH FUND 

FUND METRICS 

 VLGF VN30 VNINDEX 

PRICE/EARNINGS RATIO 10.40 10.82 12.83 

PRICE/BOOK RATIO 2.09 2.00 1.95 

STANDARD DEVIATION (%) (*)  20.07 23.65 23.00 

RETURN ON EQUITY (%) 22.30 20.99 17.17 

(*) Annualized Standard Deviation, YTD 

Source: Bloomberg, SSIAM 
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FUND COMMENTARY 

 After 3 months of continuous correction, Vietnam stock market regained its balance and started showing positive signs from the last week of 
July. VNIndex ended July at 1206.33 (+0.73%) and narrowed the year-to-date decline to -19.5%. Mid-cap stocks were more in favor compared 
to large-cap stocks as investment flows weakened. VNSmallcap and VNMidcap rose by 3.81% and 4.46% respectively, whereas VN30 
witnessed a decline of 1.35%. 

Market liquidity remained relatively weak for the fourth consecutive months, recorded at 10 trillion VND in terms of trading value on HOSE, far 
below the 24.7 billion peak in March. During the three months of broad market corrections, liquidity was also contracted and remained at a low 
level, showing signs of weakened selling pressure and market reaching its short-term equilibrium. VNIndex has recovered slightly in the last 
three weeks of July, with liquidity inching up, especially on the month-end sessions. Banking sector, which is a core sector of the market, rose 
by 5.3% after months of declining, contributing to the recovery of the market. 

Other major stock markets also experienced positive movements despite the release of negative news (FED hiked interest rates by 75bp and 
US GDP decreased by 0.9% in Q2 2022) as the market expects FED movements to eventually bring inflation under control. Yet, we remain 
cautious on the market recovery as the inflation figure itself and its underlying drivers might suggest persistent inflation. 

Due to the expectation of recession, oil price has dropped by 11% from its record highs of 124 USD/barrel in mid-June to 110 USD/barrel by 
end of July. Other commodity prices have also started cooling off, as shown by Bloomberg Commodity index, a broadly diversified commodity 
price index. At month-end, the index recorded at 120, down 17 points from its mid-June peak. We may see wild volatility in oil price in Autumn 
given tight supply and a reduction of the gas flows from Russia to Europe. 

Regarding the domestic macro environment, after the release of 1H2022 positive results, July figures started to show slower recovery due to 
inflation pressure and other external factors. Retails and services grew by 3.8% MoM (vs. 4.0% in June). Exports grew by their slowest pace 
since January, decelerating to 8.9% YoY growth in July from +20.7% in June. However, the impact of the global economic slowdown on 
manufacturing was not yet apparent, as the indicators in July were relatively positive. IIP still came in strong at 12.8% YoY, and July PMI 
recorded above 50 points for the 10th consecutive month. Due to a softenting fuel price, inflation print for 7M2022, on average terms, was well 
controlled at 2.5% - much lower than the Government’s target of 4%. 

Inflation pressure in Vietnam might be clearer in coming months due to its lag with the global momentum. However, SBV is taking actions to 
balance between inflation pressure, interest rate and exchange rate stability given the actions of Fed and central banks worldwide. The 
implementation of USD spot and forward contract has significantly reduced VND liquidity in the banking system, along with SBV’s bill issuance 
has withdrawn a large amount of VND from the market. In the last weeks of July, interbank rates jumped as SBV accelerated withdrawal through 
T-bills and foreign currency sales. The SBV’s short-term liquidity support through OMO was switched from volume bidding to interest rate 
bidding to let the market determine the rate for this channel. The action of letting the market determining the OMO interest rate to reduce operating 
pressure helps stabilize the exchange rate (maintaining the VND - USD interest rate gap at 100-200 bps) and adjusts the OMO interest rate to a 
reasonable level without distorting the market. 

We have conducted an extensive review of VLGF portfolio and made necessary adjustments given the current macroeconomic situation. We 
reduced positions in cyclical stocks which were exposed to rising raw material costs and increased positions in resilient, defensive, and high 
cash flows generation businesses. We selectively deployed more investment into those companies which were unfairly punished by the market 
despite their strong positions. By month-end, cash proportion declined compared to last month-end after disbursement into the stocks, but 
remains relatively high level of 18.5%, reflecting our conservative position. 

Regarding the Fund’s performance, VLGF outperformed the broad market, declining by only -5.5% YTD compared to VNIndex’s significant drop 
of -19.5%. VLGF’s sector allocation mostly fall within Banking, Technology, Consumer and Utilities. 

For banking sector’s outlook, in Q2/2022, listed banks which recorded a total profit growth of 36% YoY, were the main contributors to the 
positive earnings growth of the general market. After having discussions with some leading banks under our coverage, we had a more positive 
views on some of the market’s concerns on this group. 

Specifically, though the increase in deposit rates means rising cost of funding for banks, NIM is expected to remain at an encouraging level as 
lending rate will also be increased proportionately. Also, while waiting for the credit room extension from the SBV, banks tend to focus on high 
quality customers with existing ecosystem to boost CASA and non-interest income to bolster revenue. Regarding risks related to corporate 
bonds distribution, we believe that the bond market risk may only lie in a small group of issuers, rather than the whole market and corporate 
bond will always be an important source of capital to businesses, as well as an investment channel if high demand to investors.  
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Investors should carefully read the Prospectus, Fund Charter and relevant documents before 
making investment decisions and pay attention to fees when trading fund certificates. 

Please update us as soon as possible on any change of the Investor’s information in the Part A 
of the Investor Profile provided to SSIAM. 

Fund certificates are not certificates of deposits, negotiable instruments or valuable papers as 
prescribed in the banking sector, fixed income assets or guaranteed investment income assets. 

The price of fund certificates may fluctuate according to market movements and investors may 
incur losses on their initial investment given unfavorable market conditions. This document 
should not be used for the purpose of accounting and tax recording or to make investment 
decisions. Please note that the past performance of investments is not necessarily indicative of 
future performance. The NAV per unit and the Fund’s income can increase or decrease and could 
not be guaranteed by SSIAM. Investors should do their own research and/or consult experts’ 
advice to make appropriate investment decisions. 

VLGF is an absolute return fund and therefore, does not have any benchmark. VN-Index 
performance in the factsheet is only used as a point of reference to provide information for 
investors.   

DISCLAIMER 

TOP HOLDINGS AS OF 31/07/2022 

Stock Company Name Sector % NAV 

FPT FPT Corp 
Information 
Technology 16.26% 

ACB Asia Commercial Bank Financials 14.41% 

TCB 
Vietnam Technological & 

Commercial Joint Financials 6.20% 

SAB 
Saigon Beer Alcohol 

Beverage Corp 
Consumer 

Staples 5.11% 

 

ASSET ALLOCATION BY SECTORS (%NAV) 

Nguyen Ba Huy, CFA 

Portfolio Manager 
E: huynb@ssi.com.vn   

Phan Duy Hung, CFA 

Associate Portfolio Manager 
E: hungpd@ssi.com.vn   
 

FUND MANAGERS 

SSI Asset Management Company Ltd. (SSIAM) 

1C Ngo Quyen, Hoan Kiem District, Hanoi, Vietnam 

Email: ssiam@ssi.com.vn   

Website: http://www.ssiam.com.vn  

Hotline: M: 097 946 3218  

             M: 097 614 2218 

FUND MANAGEMENT COMPANY 

3.21%

1.88%

6.16%

6.28%

8.21%

9.42%

16.26%

18.35%

30.23%

Industrials

Materials

Real Estate

Consumer Discretionary

Consumer Staples

Utilities

Information Technology

Cash and cash equivalents

Financials

As the Amendment of Decree 153 improves regulatory oversight, market participants view the authorities’ tightening measurement as a positive 
change for the market, supporting market sustainable growth in the long term.  

By end of July, credit growth maintained a consistent level compared to June-end, recorded at 9.4% according to SBV’s data. We are awaiting 
SBV new credit quota announcement which will be extended selectively to banks with good asset quality in the coming months. Overall, the 
banking sector’s healthy fundamentals, positive 2022 earnings results and current attractive valuations can be the key drivers for the stock 
market recovery. 

Regarding market valuations, based on 86 companies under coverage, SSI Research estimates that the average earnings growth will reach 
19.6% in 2022 and 14.8% in 2023, equivalent to the P/E ratio of 11x and 9.7x respectively.  

Despite the negative global macroeconomic backdrop, Vietnam remains one of the bright spots with high potential growth over long-term and 
attractive valuation. VLGF will continue to track the macroeconomic indicators, market signals, identify disbursement opportunities, and 
accumulate stocks at good valuations. 
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